KDUR Board Zoom Meeting 4/23/2020

Attending: Michele Malach, Critter Golden, Walter Stepanek, Bryant Liggett, Dave Kerns, Tracy Ford, Nathan Schmidt, Tony Holmquist, Carson Ingram

General Manager’s Report:

Furniture as Art:
   Glad we got it in under the wire
   Made about 11K; was a bit more expensive to put on than usual; alcohol bill higher
   2 items were stolen from the silent auction; the buyers very generously let us keep the$
   the artists have agreed to make replacements for the buyers; will need to double up on
   security in the gallery (there are cameras in the room, but none of them were on)
   President Stritikus attended!

Radio in the Time of Corona:
   Liggett and Lynch have been alternating M-F mornings doing live radio; running canned
   programming on the weekends
   Couple of D.J.s are doing full pre-recorded shows; others are sending chunks of music to
   build out; others are sending old shows
   Have gotten a lot of positive feedback, especially at the beginning
   Obviously no pledge drive at this time; hoping to have one before fall, depending on
   how things go
   Waiting until the college re-opens to have a D.J. application meeting
   KDUR Practicum class has not ended the way we’d have liked, but most of them will still
   turn in some kind of final project; thinking about shifting the class to more of a focus on
   podcasting next fall (their final projects basically are podcasts already)
   If everything is still online next fall, 351 students could still train 251 students
   (via Zoom), do other technical work, and perhaps produce programming
   No underwriting contracts canceled; Meryl has renewed a bunch; is even working to sell
   new contracts; may lose a few underwriters; some underwriting has been put on hold
   Re-applying for Gill Fund; which we always get
   Community Foundation Secret Garden series; applied for that for this summer
   Instruction sheet for D.J.s who might want to produce shows at home

CPB:
   Audit Approved; yay!
   Have given us an additional 75K; should come soon
   Hoping that non-federal funding match requirement will be waived or decreased this
   year